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Foreword
Alcohol has been a feature of New Zealand
life since European contact and for many it is
a symbol of hospitality. Alcohol is used as a
social lubricant and many of us use it to
celebrate important events throughout our
lives. Used in moderation alcohol can have
beneficial effects reducing the risk of certain
illnesses for some people. However the misuse
of alcohol can lead to harm including physical
and mental health problems, injury and death
on our roads, violence, drowning, foetal
abnormalities, absenteeism and impaired work
performance. The social costs of alcohol abuse
are well documented and continue to be a
financial burden on our country.
The Sale of Liquor Act 1989 establishes a
system of control over the sale, purchase and
supply of alcohol. The primary objective of the
Act is:
To establish a reasonable system of control
over the sale and supply of liquor to the
public with the aim of contributing to the
reduction of liquor abuse, so far as that
can be achieved by legislative means.

The Liquor Licensing Authority, Wellington
(LLA) and the National Alcohol Strategy 20022003 developed by the Ministry of Health
encourages Local Authorities to develop
policies on liquor licensing as part of their
functions as District Licensing Agencies
(DLA’S).
Through consultation with the community,
organisations with a vested interest and other
groups and individuals, a Liquor Licensing
Policy will better reflect local need and
represent a consensus on liquor licensing
matters. This will encourage the LLA to give
weight to local decision-making and the wishes
of local communities.
This Policy has been prepared by the Liquor
Licensing Policy Working Party, Hastings
District Council and incorporates key issues
identified with the assistance of stakeholders
and reflects many issues identified during the
public consultation process. The Policy should
be seen as a guide only and applications falling
outside the Policy will be assessed on their
relative merit.

Cr Dinah Williams
Chairperson
Community Services Committee
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1.0 Introduction
The Sale of Liquor Act 1989 came into force
on 1 April 1990, replacing long-standing
legislation with a new licensing process.
Significant in that was the passing of
responsibilities to Local Authorities, which
became District Licensing Agencies (DLA).
An important function of the District Licensing
Agencies is to make recommendations to the
Liquor Licensing Authority (LLA) regarding
liquor licence applications. The LLA has
expressed a clear expectation that each DLA
develop its own policy to support its
recommendations. The status of liquor licensing
policies received considerable weight when in
2001 Fisher J commented on the status of
local liquor licensing policies in a High Court
appeal case (AP 87/01) stating at page 14 “…
it could not be suggested that the Policies are
irrelevant …” and “…but in principle I would
reject any suggestion that these policies must
be disregarded.” In addition, at page 19 Fisher
states “For reasons already outlined, I see no
difficulty whatsoever in the Authority relying
upon these Policy documents as a reflection
of local community wishes in principle…”
This Liquor Licensing Policy updates and
replaces an informal policy developed in 1994.
The policy provides a framework for consistent
decision-making about the sale of liquor within
Hastings District and aims to contribute to the
reduction of alcohol abuse. The Policy clearly
defines the Council’s attitude to, and
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administration of, its responsibilities under the
Sale of Liquor Act 1989 and represents a
combination of community expectations about
how alcohol is made available to consumers
and the legislative requirements governing
generally accepted norms of behaviour. The
Policy allows Council to reflect and implement
those community expectations through locally
set licensing conditions in its decisions where
the Sale of Liquor Act allows for that flexibility.
The Policy defines Council’s method of
administration and its responsibilities under
the Sale of Liquor Act and will define the
parameters that will guide Council’s statutory
licensing functions. This Policy is intended as
a guide only and applications falling outside
the Policy will be considered on their relative
merit.
Finding a balance between the needs of the
community and the entertainment and
recreation market is not always easy. Hastings
District has a number of bars, nightclubs, clubs,
taverns and licensed cafés that provide for the
personal and social needs of the community
(Table 1). However a boundary is crossed
when alcohol consumption becomes excessive
and alcohol abuse occurs. When this happens
or where there is the potential for this to happen,
the DLA will act as it deems appropriate within
the powers available to it under the Sale of
Liquor Act 1989 to protect the community.
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1.0 Introduction - Continued
1.1 Impact of the Sale
of Liquor Act 1989
Following the introduction of the Sale of Liquor
Act 1989 the number of liquor Licences almost
doubled during the 1990’s, coupled with a
significant increase in the range of places from
which alcohol could be sold, for example
supermarkets and cafés (LLA 2000). The Act
also made alcohol much more readily available
by removing many of the former restrictions
on opening hours and allowing hours of trading
to be set by licence rather than by imposing
the same conditions on all premises. Other
changes introduced included lowering the
drinking age to 18 years, removing restrictions
on the sale of alcohol on Sundays, and allowing
beer to be sold in supermarkets.

Despite an increase in availability there has
been a steady decrease in overall consumption
of alcohol until the last few years. The volume
of spirit-base drinks available for consumption
more than doubled, reflecting the increased
availability of ready-to-drink combinations of
spirits and mixers. This, combined with a slight
increase in the volume of wine available and
a growth in demand for higher alcohol content
beers increased the total volume of alcohol
available during 1997 to 1999. Whether this
represents the start of a new upwards trend
remains unclear at this time. Currently New
Zealand is ranked 20th in the world in terms
of per capita alcohol consumption, one place
below Australia (Ministry of Health 2000).

Table 1: Licensed Premises in Hastings
District as at January 2003
Licence Type

No. of Licences

On Licences

88

Off Licences

88

Club Licences

36

Endorsed On (BYO) Licences

3

Endorsed Off Licence

1

Winemakers
Managers Certificates
Special Licences

56
515
105(2002)
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2.0 Background
The Sale of Liquor Act 1989 requires Local
Authorities to undertake the role of “District
Licensing Agency” (DLA). The Agency’s role
is to exercise its jurisdiction, powers and
discretions under the Act in the manner that
is most likely to promote the object of the Act.
An important part of this is the DLA acting on
behalf of the community to represent the
particular needs of Hastings District.
The object of the Sale of Liquor Act 1989 is to
establish a reasonable system of control over
the sale and supply of alcohol to the public
with the aim of contributing to the reduction of
alcohol abuse. The development of this Policy
is therefore designed to assist Council in
meeting its obligations under the Act.

2.1 Requirement for a Policy
There is no legal requirement under the Sale
of Liquor Act 1989 to have a policy, however
a specific policy allows for the particular
requirements of the District’s community to be
expressed and assists both the DLA and the
LLA in their decision making. In particular, the
LLA has indicated that clear DLA policies that
provide direction on local matters will carry
more influence within their decision-making
processes.
To ensure that its decisions continue to have
influence with the LLA, and therefore local
decisions continue to be reflected in LLA
decisions, the Hastings District Council resolved
at a meeting on the 9 April 2002 to proceed
with the preparation of a Liquor Licensing
Policy.
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2.2 Previous Policy
The Hastings District Licensing Agency
formulated an informal, interim policy on
licensing hours for the Hastings District in
1993. Consultation with the Hastings and
Napier Police and the Napier City Licensing
Agency resulted in an agreement to set limits
on closing times to 2.00am and 3.00am
throughout Hastings and Napier districts.
Informal consultation with some Hastings
licensees took place through the Hotel
Association of New Zealand (HANZ) and those
participating licensees agreed to meet these
hours of operation so long as all licensees
were required to meet them.
The hours were set according to the types of
licensed premises then in existence, enabling
premises to be licensed to the later closing
time of 3.00am where the provision of
substantial food or meals was available. Thus
restaurants, bar and grills and nightclubs were
granted a further one hour of trading as they
were considered to be of less risk for serious
drink driving and criminal incidents.
Subsequently a policy titled “Policy of Hastings
District Licensing Agency on Hours of
Operation of Licensed Establishments” was
approved and adopted on 14 July 1994.
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3.0 Liquor Licensing Structure
3.1 Liquor Licensing Authority
The Liquor Licensing Authority is a decisionmaking and appeal body. The Authority is
administered by the Department of Courts and
consists of three or four members appointed
by the Governor-General, one of whom shall
be a District Court judge. The LLA’s functions
include:
• Determining opposed applications for On,
Off and Club licences and renewals, and
managers certificates
• Determining appeals against DLA decisions
• Determining applications for variations,
suspensions or cancellations for On, Off and
Club Licences from the Police or the DLA
Decisions of the LLA often involve the setting
of precedents. The LLA provides direction on
the sale and supply of liquor matters, including
interpretation of the Sale of Liquor Act 1989.

3.2 Hastings District
Licensing Agency

committee meets on an as required basis to
hear and decide applications and the committee
operates within current council policy. Reflected
in this role is the fact that the DLA is
representing the community and is managing
the interface between the community and
activities involved in the sale and supply of
liquor. Its key functions include:
• Assessing and determining unopposed
applications for Liquor Licences
• Assessing and determining unopposed
applications for Manager’s Certificates
• Opposing applications where this is
warranted
• Inspecting and monitoring Licences and
Certificates
• Assessing and determining Special Licences
and Temporary Authorities
• Assessing and determining Caterers and
Auctioneers Licences
• File and register administration

The role of District Licensing Agency (DLA) is
to administer, monitor and enforce the Act.
The Act appoints the Hastings District Council
as the District Licensing Agency and Council
has delegated some of the functions of the
Agency to the Hearings Committee. This

The DLA is required to employ a Secretary to
perform administrative functions and Liquor
Licensing Inspectors to report on and process
applications for the Agency and the Authority.
The structure of the DLA is depicted in the
following flow chart.

Hastings District Licensing Agency
Hastings District Council

Hearings Committee
Hastings District Council

DLA Secretary

District
Licensing Inspectorate

Administrative Support
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3.0 Liquor Licensing Structure - Continued
3.3 Police, Fire Service and
Public Health Authority
The DLA administers liquor licensing in
partnership with a number of other
organisations. Each organisation has a
particular focus for their input into the licensing
process, which are:
• Police - concerned with the suitability of
applicants, particularly those with criminal
records, and premises with histories of
anti-social behaviour
• Medical Officer of Health (MOH) - concerned
with the wider impacts on public health
associated alcohol abuse.

3.4 Community Participation
The community has specific needs that may
relate to location, amenity, community structure
or age groups. Public participation in licensing
decisions is important as the DLA relies on
the community to provide information and local
community views on applications. Opportunity
to participate arises through submissions to
licence applications, which are required to be
notified in local newspapers. Information gained
through this process added to the specific
information that it has on the liquor industry,
infrastructure, historical patterns and
precedents allow it to make robust decisions.

• Fire Service - assesses renewal applications
for the presence of fire evacuation
procedures.
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4.0 National Alcohol Strategy
The Ministry of Health has published a National
Alcohol Strategy (2002) to guide agencies and
regulators on ways to contribute to a reduction
in the harmful effects of alcohol. The Strategy
does not try to prevent the use of alcohol
altogether, but rather to minimise the harm
associated with it.
The National Strategy provides guidance on
supply control strategies that District Licensing
Agencies can adopt as ways of contributing
to the purpose of the Sale of Liquor Act.
Whereas in the past, controlling supply was
often seen as the best way of minimising harm,
more recently supply control strategies have
been considered most effective when adopted
in conjunction with demand reduction strategies

and problem solving initiatives. In particular it
has been found that areas in which the
Licensing Inspector, Police and Public Health
Officer work closely together as a team results
in a greater focus on host responsibility
practices, a more proactive approach with
licensees and a united response to incidents
or poorly managed premises’ (Hill and Stewart
1996).
The National Strategy sets out a range of
supply control strategies that District Licensing
Agencies can adopt. Supply control strategies
relevant to District Licensing Agencies are
reproduced below (Table 2) together with the
actions that Hastings District Licensing Agency
is currently taking in response.

Table 2: Supply Control Strategies - National Alcohol Strategy 2002-2003
Objectives - Legislation

Supply Control Strategies

Hastings DLA Strategies

1.

Ensure that the provisions of
the Sale of Liquor Act 1989
are well understood.

1.1 Provide clear, comprehensible
information on the provisions
of the Act to members of the
public, alcohol retailers, the
hospitality industry, and
agencies/officials responsible
for administering it.

> Guideline to the Sale of Liquor
Act 1989 to be developed.
Hastings DLA Actions.

2.

Improve monitoring of
compliance with the Sale of
Liquor Act by licensees and
their employees.

2.1 Support the establishment
of/or maintenance of
intersectoral groups at a local
level to monitor compliance
with the Sale of Liquor Act.

> Havelock North Alcohol Accord
established as a joint initiative
of the Safer Community Council
and Hastings District Council in
accordance with guidelines
developed by the Crime
Prevention Unit.
> The DLA is a member of and
active participant in the Regional
Liquor Licensing liaison group.
> The DLA has an on-going
relationship with Police and
Public Health Unit concerning
Liquor Licensing and
enforcement matters.
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4.0 National Alcohol Strategy - Continued
Objectives - Legislation

Supply Control Strategies

Hastings DLA Strategies

3.

3.1 Actively enforce the minimum
legal age for purchase, sale
and consumption of alcohol
on and from licensed
premises, and for the
consumption of alcohol in
public places.

> Controlled alcohol purchasing
operations are conducted from
time to time in conjunction with
the Police and the Public Health
Unit.

3.2 Ensure adherence to a “no
card - no service” policy for
young drinkers.

> Is a matter discussed with
licensees however needs to be
included in Host Responsibility
Policies.

3.3 Actively enforce measures
aimed at discouraging
promotions on licensed
premises that encourage
excessive or otherwise
irresponsible drinking

> Alcohol promotions are
investigated when reported.
Formal action by way of license
suspension or cancellation is an
option. Formal policy needs to
be developed.

3.4 Actively enforce provisions in
the Act relating to the sale
and supply of alcohol to
intoxicated persons

> Included in the Host
Responsibility Policy.

3.5 Actively publicise the
provisions of the Act relating
to purchase on behalf of, or
supply to, underage drinkers
(other than by a parent or
legal guardian).

> Is a condition of the Licence and
is checked during inspections
when these occur.

3.6 Ensure effective and
consistent sanctioning of
those violating the provisions
of the Act.

> Non-routine licensing checks
undertaken with the Police
however these need to be
scheduled routinely.

4.1 Encourage local authorities
to address alcohol issues
via the development of
comprehensive local alcohol
policies.

> Policy is in the process of being
developed.

4.2 Encourage better coordination
between planners and District
Licensing Agencies on alcohol
issues.

> Liquor Licensing and planners
are located within the same
Group to encourage better
coordination.

4.3 Encourage Local Authorities
to consider the appropriate
location of licensed venues
and retail outlets in their
District Plans.

> The location of licensed
premises is addressed through
the District Plan.

4.4 Encourage Local Authorities
to make the sale of liquor a
notifiable land use, so that the
likely impacts of licensed
premises on particular sites
may be considered.

> Resource Consents are
required for new Licences
outside the Central Commercial
Zone.

4.

Ensure the provisions of the
Sale of Liquor Act are
effectively and consistently
enforced.

Encourage Local Authorities
to better address alcohol
issues by effective use of
legislation, by-laws, policies
and plans.
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5.0 Policy Principles
Policy
The foregoing Principles will be observed
by the Hastings District Licensing Agency.
Developing a policy on liquor licensing is
consistent with one of the guiding principles
of Hastings District Council’s Strategic Plan.
That is, the Council is committed to ensuring
health and safety within the District. To underpin
Council’s strategic plan it is proposed that the
following Principles will guide the development,
consultation and implementation of the Liquor
Policy:
1. Meeting the Purpose of the Act
The object of the Sale of Liquor Act 1989
is to establish a reasonable system of
control over the sale and supply of liquor
to the public with the aim of contributing to
the reduction of liquor abuse.
Objective: All Council actions will be
consistent with the Sale of Liquor Act 1989.
2. Transparency
It is considered important that the DLA’s
position on liquor licensing is clearly outlined
in the policy. This will allow the public and
applicants to clearly see how applications
are evaluated using assessment criteria,
and the reasons why particular decisions
are made.

3. Community Involvement
The policy describes what opportunities
are available for public participation in the
DLA’s decision-making process. This is
partly through consultation on the Policy
itself but mainly through the public
notification/objection process.
Objective: The DLA will endeavour to
address community concerns and issues
where this is consistent with the purpose
of the legislation.
4. Fairness
The policy will aim to be clear, just and
impartial, thus maintaining an expectation
of fair treatment for all those involved.
Objective: The DLA will promote a balance
between the expectations of the wider
community, licensees and clientele of
licensed premises.
5. Conflict Resolution
The sale of liquor is clearly an issue for
potential conflict. Parties to this potential
conflict include commercial operators, local
residents, customers and social services.
All parties have both rights and obligations.
Objective: The DLA will make all
reasonable attempts to resolve issues or
points of conflict before recourse to legal
measures.

Objective: All decisions will be consistent
with the Sale of Liquor Act 1989 and
amendments, the Hastings District Council
Liquor Licensing Policy and related
requirements and procedures.
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6.0 Strategic Position
6.1 Unified Policy - Hastings
and Napier

6.2 Alcohol Bans
Policy

Policy
Hastings District Licensing Agency
supports a unified Liquor Licensing Policy
for Napier and Hastings.
Varying licensing hours between Napier and
Hastings has been an issue for a number of
years and is believed to result in drinker
migration and drink driving. Statistical
information is not available to support this
contention, nevertheless anecdotal reports
suggest this does happen. While drinking
cultures between the two cities may be different,
the problems associated with alcohol are much
the same. Differing approaches to licensing
hours and DLA Policy matters has its
advantages and disadvantages.
In 1993 consultation between Hastings and
Napier District Licensing Agencies and
Hastings and Napier Police resulted in an
agreement to set the closing times to 2.00 am
and 3.00 am. These hours were set according
to the types of licensed premises then in
existence, and where the provision of
substantial food or meals enabled premises
to be licensed to the later closing time of 3.00
am. Thus restaurants, bars and grills and
nightclubs were granted a further one hour of
trading as they were considered to be of less
risk for serious drink driving and criminal
incidents. Each District Licensing Agency
subsequently developed its own policy based
on these hours and an informal Policy for
Hastings District was implemented in 1994.

Council supports the introduction of alcohol
bans where local communities advocate
them.
In 2002 Hastings District Council received an
application from the Havelock North Alcohol
Accord requesting that a liquor ban be imposed
pursuant to Section 709C of the Local
Government Act 1974. The proposal was
referred for public consultation in accordance
with Special Consultative procedures
prescribed by the Local Government Act. On
20 August 2002 Council resolved to implement
a Liquor Ban in Havelock North.
Council has indicated that if the Havelock North
proposal is successful in its implementation,
it is likely that Council would consider local
bans in other areas of the District.
Liquor bans may also be imposed pursuant to
Section 709A in respect of one-off special
events.

The licensing hours currently set by the Napier
District Licensing Agency Liquor Licensing
Policy is 3.00 am for all Napier inner city
premises.
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6.0 Strategic Position - Continued
6.3 Alcohol Accords
Policy
Council actively promotes and supports
the development, implementation and
maintenance of alcohol accords in
partnership with stakeholders.
Council supports the Hastings Safer
Community Council in establishing an
Alcohol Accord for Hastings.
An initiative for the introduction of an alcohol
accord was discussed at a management
committee meeting of the Hastings Safer
Community Council held on 9 May 2001 where
the following resolution was passed:

The Havelock North Alcohol Accord has been
meeting since and has steadily grown in
membership. The Accord was the principal
driver behind the liquor ban proposal for
Havelock North.
The main aim of the Accord is to develop a
coordinated approach to promoting safe alcohol
use and minimise alcohol related harm. Council
actively promotes the concept of Alcohol
Accords, and supports and provides resources
to maintain and develop Alcohol Accords
through monitoring, enforcement and
evaluation processes.
In January 2003 the Hastings Safer Community
Council initiated the development of the
Hastings Alcohol Accord with the support of
the Hastings District Council.

“That the Safer Community Council
management committee approves a pilot
programme of the alcohol accord being
undertaken in Havelock North with a review
report being completed six months after it is
initiated with the view of replicating the
programme elsewhere”.
The first meeting of stakeholders was held 29
May 2001 where it was agreed by consensus
that all stakeholders saw the need for such a
strategy to be piloted in Havelock North, and
the group would meet again to implement the
actions outlined in the accord guide.
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7.0 Limits on Licensing Hours
7.1 Previous Licensing Hours
The 1999 amendment to the Sale of Liquor
Act gave authority to District Licensing
Agencies to authorise the hours of operation
of licensed premises. Prior to that the Liquor
Licensing Authority established guidelines
throughout New Zealand. Licensing hours in
Hastings District prior to the implementation
of this Policy fell within the range of hours set
out in Table 3.

The previous Liquor Licensing Policy sets limits
on closing times to 2.00am and 3.00am. These
hours of operation were set according to the
types of licensed premises then in existence,
where the provision of substantial food or
meals enabled premises to be licensed to the
later closing time of 3.00am. Thus restaurants,
bar and grills and nightclubs were granted a
further one hour of trading as they were
considered to be of less risk for serious drink
driving and criminal incidents.

In 2000 the LLA issued a 24-hour licence
(029/ON/7/2000) to a massage parlour in
Hastings District.
Table 3: Previous range of licensing hours within Hastings District
On Licences

Off Licences

Club Licences

Hotels/ Bars/ Taverns

Winery

Service Clubs

7am - 3am

8am - midnight

8am - 1am

Winery and Winery-Restaurants

Supermarkets

Sports Clubs

8am - 1am

6am - 12 midnight

8am - 1am

1

Café’s

Hotels/Bars/Taverns

7am 3am

7am - 2am

Nightclubs

Bottle Stores

12noon - 3am

7am-midnight

Massage Parlour (1 Only)
24 hours
1 Licence hours beyond 10pm are subject to Resource Consent issued pursuant to Council’s District Plan.
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7.0 Limits on Licensing Hours - Continued
7.2 Current Licensing Hours
Policy
The following liquor licensing hours shall
generally apply within the Hastings District
until the Policy has next been reviewed.
Table 4: Current Licensing Hours
On Licences

Off Licences

Club Licences

Hotels/Bars/Taverns

Supermarkets2

Licensing hours are to be

7am-3am

6am-midnight

consistent with the nature and

Cafes/Restaurants

Wineries2

7am-3am

(Includes mail order Off Licences)

activities of the club and in general
shall range from 8am-1am

7am-midnight
Winery and
Winery-Restaurants

Hotels/Bars/Taverns2
1

(Over the counter sales)

8am-10pm (per the District Plan

7am-midnight

Nightclub/Entertainment venue1

Bottle stores2

7am-3am

7am-midnight

1 As a permitted activity under Hastings District Council’s District Plan, a winery-restaurant can operate to 10pm as of right. Resource
Consent is required, and can be applied for, where premises wish to trade beyond 10pm. In such cases the District Licensing Agency
would not be opposed as a matter of policy for those applications that are a Discretionary Activity.
The hours to be granted for NightClub/Entertainment venue licences will be consistent with the hours to which the premises will be open
to provide the entertainment.
Note: Applications should, in the first instance be discussed with the Environmental Planning Mananger.
2 Applications beyond midnight will be considered by the Hastings District Licensing Agency on a case-by-case basis.
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7.0 Limits on Licensing Hours - Continued
7.3 24-Hour Licences

7.4 District Plan Controls

Policy

The District Plan provides the means to
manage the effects of the use, development
and protection of the natural and physical
resources of Hastings District. It guides and
controls how land is used, developed or
protected in order to avoid or lessen the impact
of any adverse effects for Sale of Liquor
activities. The District Plan provides for the
establishment of alcohol and alcohol related
activities subject to meeting specified criteria
designed to avoid, remedy or mitigate any
adverse effects and to ensure that the
outcomes of the plan can be satisfied.

Applications for 24-hour Licences will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
24-hour licences have been accepted in other
Districts and there has been one 24-hour
licence issued by the LLA for a Hastings
premises. Some supermarkets are now looking
to 24 hour Off Licences although there have
been no such applications in Hastings District.
Some DLA’s have brought in probationary
periods for those premises wishing to move
towards regular 24-hour trading, however in
these instances require the demonstration of
appropriate management control and a problem
free trading history through the granting of
Special Licences.

In contrast, the purpose of the Sale of Liquor
Act is to establish a system of controls that
contribute to a reduction in alcohol abuse in
so far as that can be achieved by legislative
means, and the Act is not necessarily
concerned with controlling the activity to the
extent that the District Plan is. Sale of liquor
activities must therefore be provided for within
the District Plan before a liquor licence can be
granted and compliance with the Sale of Liquor
Act and this Policy does not automatically
mean that an activity is provided for in the
District Plan. A rolling review of the District
Plan is due to commence therefore providing
an opportunity to review the current provisions
relating to the sale of liquor, including licensing
hours.
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8.0 Location of Licensed Premises
Policy
The location of licensed premises shall
be controlled through provisions contained
within the Hastings District Council
District Plan.
Certain types of premises give rise to increased
risks or social problems, for example noise;
road traffic accidents; gambling machines;
criminal behaviours; younger aged drinkers.
The centralisation of licensed premises, for
example King Street can lead to congregation
and “spill over” at closing time, particularly
when premises close at the same time.
Centralisation can also lead to criminal
behaviour and vandalism.

Licensed premises located in neighbourhoods
may help reduce the incidence of drink driving
and can provide a social focus otherwise not
present, similar to the focus that can occur
around some sports clubs. However,
neighbourhood premises can result in
unwanted noise problems and are undesirable
near schools, kindergartens and the like.
Provisions currently within the District Plan
provide controls and restrictions for licensed
premises .

9.0 Agency Relationships
Policy
The District Licensing Inspector shall
ensure staff develop an information-sharing
role with Industry and licensees.

The District Licensing Inspector shall
ensure staff involvement and contribution
to local liquor licensing liaison groups.

The DLA supports regular inter-agency
meetings and seminars.

The DLA has noted the comments and
supports the views of Judge Gatley, Chairman
of the Liquor Licensing Authority regarding the
need for positive industry and inter-agency
relationships. The DLA requires the District
Licensing Inspector to meet with Licensees to
discuss liquor matters at times other than when
a complaint arises, and to be involved in and
contribute to liquor licensing liaison groups.
Communication and cooperation between
District Licensing Agencies, Police, the Health
Authority and the industry is recognised as
important and meetings should be held bimonthly.
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10.0 Liquor Licences
10.1 Assessing Applications
for Licences
New and renewal applications for Liquor
Licences are processed by the DLA which
undertakes an assessment and seeks
comments from its own Licensing Inspectors,
the Police, the Medical Officer of Health, Fire
Service and the community through public
submissions.
The assessment will look at the overall
suitability of all the elements of the application
in relation to its impact on the community
through the sale and supply of alcohol. The
assessment will consider any public comment
received as a result of public notification. If as
a result of the assessment issues are identified
that need to be addressed, the DLA will attempt
to resolve them through discussions with the
applicant. If the issues cannot be resolved, the
application will be opposed. The application
will be forwarded to the LLA to consider and
decide on the application.
If the application is unopposed the DLA will
approve it with such conditions as appropriate
in accordance with the Act and this Policy.

10.1.1 Complete Applications
Policy
All applications must be complete before
they will be accepted and processed.
All applications must be complete before they
will be accepted. That is they must be
accompanied by all relevant information,
including demonstration that the activity meets
the Resource Management Act 1991 and the
Hastings District Plan, and has all other
necessary permissions.

10.1.2 Criteria for assessing
applications (On, Off and
Club Licences)
All applications shall be assessed in
accordance with the criteria specified by the
Act and as specified in Appendix 1 to this
Policy.

10.1.3 Renewal and Variations
Policy
While the DLA will send out reminder
notices to all licensees, it is the
responsibility of the licensee to ensure that
applications have been lodged within the
prescribed timeframes.
New Licences must be renewed after one year
and every three years thereafter. The licence
holder may seek variations to licence conditions
at any time. When processing renewals the
DLA considers issues such as the past
performance of the management of the
premises, how on and off site problems have
been dealt with, and submissions it receives.
All applications shall be assessed in
accordance with criteria specified by the Act
and as specified in Appendix 1 to this Policy.
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10.0 Liquor Licences - Continued
10.2 Special Licences for
Events and Social
Gatherings
Policy
A Special Licence will not be issued where
the extent or regularity of the activity is
such that the Sale of Liquor Act intends an
On, Off or Club licence to be applied for.
All applications should be submitted at
least 20 working days prior to the event.
Applications received after this period will
be accepted and processed only where in
the opinion of the DLA Secretary it is
practicable to do so.
A series of events involving an application
shall relate to a common theme.
Special Licences may be issued for trial
purposes providing they do not extend
beyond the point where a variation to
licence conditions or licence renewal
application should be made.
Special Licences are used to control the sale
and supply of liquor for events and social
gatherings where an On, Off or Club licence
is not appropriate. Where an event or social
gathering is to be on licensed premises but
outside the licensed hours, a special licence
will be required.
Special Licences can be issued pursuant to
either Section 73 of 74 of the Act. Special
Licences issued under Section 73 authorises
the licensee to sell and supply liquor on or off
the premises or conveyance described in the
licence to anyone attending any occasion,
event or series of occasions or events
described in the licence.

A Special Licence issued under Section 74
authorises the holder of an On, Off or Club
licence to sell and supply liquor for consumption
on and off the premises, at any time when the
premises are required to be closed for the sale
of liquor, to person attending social gatherings
of any kind specified in the licence, or to extend
the hours in the case of an Off licence.
The activity for which a special licence is being
sought must be outside the regular activities
of an On, Off or Club licensed premises and
not of a regular nature such that an On, Off or
Club licence should be applied for.
Where a series of events or social gatherings
is being considered, there must be a specific
start and end point.
If a private gathering (e.g. a wedding or
birthday) is being held on a licensed premises
outside licensing hours and the host is giving
the liquor to their guests and paying the
licensee for the cost afterwards, the person
selling the liquor (i.e. the licence holder)
requires a Special licence.
All applications must comply with the rules of
the District Plan. All functions have the potential
to produce noise nuisance and conditions may
be imposed to mitigate this. Conditions will
also be imposed for safety and health reasons
to control the sale and use of glass containers
at functions, particularly sports events.
At least 20 working days are required to
process Special Licences to allow for receipt
of reports from the Police and Licensing
Inspectors. Where there is an objection the
application will be referred to the DLA for a
decision.
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11.0 Host Responsibility and Promotions
11.1 Host Responsibility
Policy
All licensed premises are required to
prepare and implement written Host
Responsibility Policies based on the model
developed by ALAC.
A copy of the operative policy must be
submitted to the DLA with all renewal
applications.
The Host Responsibility Policy is to be
displayed in a public place on the licensed
premises.
Promotion activities concerning Host
Responsibility are left to those
organisations with the expertise and
resources to undertake such activities.
Host Responsibility is a statutory requirement
of the Act. The principles of host responsibility
include the promotion and availability of low
and non-alcoholic drinks and food, serving
alcohol with care and responsibility, responsible
approaches to dealing with intoxicated and
underage people, and providing information
about safe transport options. The District
Licensing Agency can impose conditions it
considers appropriate to promote the
responsible consumption of liquor. A model
Host Responsibility Policy has been developed
by ALAC (Appendix 2) and is used as the basis
on which licensees can develop personalised
policies. The Medical Officer of Health is
preparing an alternative Host Responsibility
Policy that may be incorporated in to this policy
in the future. Additional information on Host
Responsibility can be obtained through the
ALAC web site.
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The DLA will work in partnership with
organisations such as the Hospitality
Association of New Zealand (HANZ), the
Medical Officer of Health, Police, the Alcoholic
Liquor Advisory Council (ALAC), and local
alcohol accords to promote the objective of
the Act through Host Responsibility policies
and the licensing process. Health promotion
activities around Host Responsibility will remain
the domain of the Public Health Unit, ALAC,
HANZ and individual licensees.

11.2 Alcohol Promotions
Policy
The Hastings DLA will adopt the National
Protocol on alcohol promotions published
by ALAC.
Note: It is recognised that the Protocol may
be up-dated by ALAC in which case the
updated Protocol will supersede the original.
Where the DLA considers that an activity
or promotion infringes the Act, the matter
will be taken up with the licensee and where
appropriate, enforcement action shall be
taken.
Under the provisions of the Sale of Liquor Act
1989 a licensee or manager of a premises
commits an offence if they do anything in the
promotion of the business that is likely to
encourage persons on the premises to
consume alcohol to an excessive extent.
A “National Protocol on Alcohol Promotions”
has been prepared by national industry and
statutory agencies with input from relevant
groups. A copy is attached as Appendix 3 to
this policy and is available through the ALAC
website.
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12.0 Evidence of Age
Policy
That all licensees are encouraged to require
proof of age documents (Passport, NZ
photo driver’s licence or HANZ 18+ card)
for age verification purposes. The DLA will
take practical steps to encourage the use
of age identifying documents.

Recognised evidence of age document under
the Act is a passport, NZ photo drivers licence
or a HANZ 18+ identification card. Any other
form of photo identification may not constitute
a reasonable defence under the Act. The DLA
recommends that all premises accept only
these forms of identification. HANZ encourages
all licensees and their staff to ask all persons
under the age of 25 for an acceptable form of
identification.

13.0 Temporary Authority
Policy

A temporary authority will be granted under
the following conditions:

That an appropriate licence application be
made within 15 working days of having the
temporary authority granted.

• That the applicant operates in accordance
with the conditions of the licence the
temporary authority has been granted on,
and

Temporary authorities are granted to allow a
person to use a licence that is attached to
premises. These are generally needed when
an establishment changes hands. They are
issued for three months and can only be issued
if there is a current licence for the premises.

• That an appropriate licence application be
made within 15 working days of having
temporary authority granted, and
• That the applicant is a suitable person to
hold a licence
Before a second temporary authority can be
applied for, a completed licence application
should be at a stage awaiting a decision from
the DLA or, if opposed, from the LLA.
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14.0 Managers’ Certificates
14.1 New Applications and
Training
Policy
The approved training for General and Club
Managers shall be the programmes offered
by those organizations listed in 14.1 or
such other course or programme that may
be approved from time to time by the
Secretary until such time as an alternative
is gazetted by Act or regulation.
The DLA believes that the people with the
greatest influence on preventing alcohol abuse
are those directly involved with the sale and
supply of alcohol. Management training and
host responsibility are therefore crucial
elements for the control of alcohol abuse. In
particular, managers with good understanding
of and training in their obligations under the
Sale of Liquor Act are more likely to be
responsible and operate in accordance with
the Act. Police advice will be an important
aspect of assessing applications.
New and renewal applications for Managers’
Certificates are processed and approved by
the DLA unless they are unopposed. The DLA
can also oppose applications in which case
the LLA determines the application. There are
Managers’ Certificates for General and Club
Managers’ and new applications are assessed
in accordance with criteria set out in Appendix 1.
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Applicants must have successfully completed
a training course approved by the DLA or that
may, from time to time be listed in the Sale of
Liquor Regulations. The following organizations
and individuals currently conduct approved
training programmes:
• EIT Hawke’s Bay Ph. 06 844 8710
• The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
Ph. 0800 507 333
• Brett Jones and Associates Ltd
Ph. 04 499 6343
• Ross Murphy, Liquor Licensing Bureau
Ph. O800 227 8726
Transition to prescribed qualifications
Section 117A of the Act provides that as from
1 December 2002 the DLA shall not issue a
Manager’s Certificate to a person unless the
person holds a prescribed qualification. These
qualifications are to be prescribed by regulation
and this requirement will replace existing
criteria.

14.2 Managers’ Certificate
Renewals
Where there are no matters raised in opposition
by the Police or the Licensing Inspector, the
application will be approved by the DLA. Where
matters are raised in opposition the application
will be referred to the LLA.
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15.0 Enforcement and Monitoring
Policy
The DLA licensing Inspector, Police and
Public Health Unit will work in partnership
to jointly take enforcement action as
necessary.
All premises shall be regularly inspected
during trading hours, including during the
busiest periods as well as near the end of
hours of operation.
Target inspection efforts to premises, which
generate public complaints or require Police
intervention.
Temporary Authorities will be regularly
monitored.
Special Licences will be randomly
inspected.

The Hastings District Licensing Agency shares
an enforcement and monitoring role with the
Police and the Medical Officer of Health.
The Chairman of the LLA has emphasised the
need for agencies to be more involved with
monitoring and the LLA’s expectations are that
monitoring may occur at times when premises
are busy and when problems are more likely
to be observed.
Enforcement responsibility to ensure
compliance with the Act will be undertaken by
DLA licensing inspectors, Police and Public
Health officials. This will generally mean that
these organisations will work together where
any enforcement action is seen necessary.
Where licence conditions are breached or
on-going non-compliance with the Act is
identified and not addressed, DLA inspectors
will seek a variation, suspension or cancellation
to the licence. Where problems with hours of
operation are identified, the DLA inspectors
will take appropriate action. All instances of
non-compliance will be recorded and used in
the assessment of renewal applications for
certificates, licences and any variations.
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16.0 LLA Statements
Policy

• The policy to be followed in the administration
of or on any provisions of the Act

All Section 96 statements, present and
future shall form part of the Liquor
Licensing Policy.

• Any information obtained by the Authority
from an inquiry held by it or from some other
source.

The LLA may from time to time issue DLA’s a
statement, pursuant to Section 96(1) of the
Act, providing information on or setting out its
views on:

It is mandatory for DLA’s to observe such
statements whereas previously DLA’s were
only required to have regard to such
statements. Statements issued to-date are
noted in Table 5.

• The general administration of the Act

Table 5: LLA Statements
Title

Date of Issue

Statement

Special Licences

19 October 1992

• DLA’s to avoid the issue of a special licence for
a series of occasions or events that in effect give
the applicant the same, similar or even greater
licensed hours than may be sanctioned by the
Authority in a permanent license.

Attendance at Licensing
Authority hearings

10 December 1992

• LLA welcomes appearances by Mayors,
Councillors or members on behalf of Local
Authorities or Community Boards at public
hearings.
• DLA Licensing Inspector is to be present at any
public hearing.

Police involvement with
Temporary Authority
applications

12 August 1994

• All applications for Temporary Authority are to be
referred to the Police for comment and/or report.
• Each DLA is to settle procedures for referral and
such procedures are to take account of situations
where urgency or priority is required.
• Any Police report/comments to which the DLA will
have regard must be referred to the applicant.

File Administration

5 July 1996

• DLA’s are to maintain a system to provide for the
timely retrieval of complete files in respect of
existing licences.
• A Local Authority, in exercising it powers as a DLA
must comply with the provisions of Part XVII of
the Local Government Act 1974 as they apply to
custody of documents and local archives.
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16.0 LLA Statements - Continued
Title

Date of Issue

Statement

Temporary Authority
expiry dates

21 April 1998

• Temporary Authorities must carry a clear indication
that the authority will expire on a specifies date or
on such a date as the application for an On/Off
license has been determined, whichever is sooner.

Certain documents to be
forwarded to the LLA

15 May 2000

• DLA’s are to provide:
• Copies of all Licences, notices of renewal,
certificates, inspectors report in addition to the
application and decision within 5 days of issue.
• Quarterly list of all matters currently before the
Agency, detailing the premises name, applicant,
type of application, date of receipt and whether
the application is opposed.
• Copies of written delegations and the name and
position held of the Secretary of the DLA.
• An annual list of all actively licensed premises
within the DLA district.
• A standard annual statistical return.

Requirement to describe
the nature of the business
for certain types of
On-Licence

24 October 2000

• Licences for businesses other than Hotels and
Taverns are to contain a condition that describes
the nature of their business e.g. a nightclub and
entertainment venue or a restaurant.

17.0 Commencement and Review
This Policy shall take effect from 18 March
2003 and shall be reviewed within 5 years
from the date of commencement.

This policy shall, where practicable, be
reviewed in conjunction with any review of
Napier City Council’s Liquor Licensing Policy.

References
Hill and Stewart (1996) In National Alcohol Strategy 2002-2003
LLA (2000) In National Alcohol Strategy 2002-2003, Ministry of Health (2000)
Ministry of Health (2000) National Alcohol Strategy 2002-2003
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Appendix 1
Criteria for Assessing Applications
On, Off and Club licences

Club Licences

1. Nature and location of the proposed activity
in terms of its relationship to other activities,

There is a great diversity of club activities and
locations. Each application is assessed on its
merits with an emphasis on how the sale and
consumption of alcohol relates to the club’s
activities. The sale of liquor must remain
ancillary to the club’s activities. Where this is
not the case the DLA may recommend an on
licence application be made. Experience has
shown that some clubs are applying for longer
hours than needed for their club activities to
cater for other activities such as functions and
weddings. These activities should be covered
by applications for special licences.

2. Hours of operation of the proposed activity
in terms of its relationship to other activities,
3. Suitability of the applicant,
4. Compliance of the premises and activity
with all other relevant legislation (such as
the Building Act and Resource Management
Act 1991), and bylaws,
5. Matters raised in opposition to the application
(by the community, Police, MoH or Fire
Service),
6. The applicant’s Host Responsibility
programme,
7. The proposed management regime to deal
with on and off-site problems,
8. The persons or types of persons to whom
it is intended that liquor be sold,
9. Any other matters in respect to the
application promoting the responsible
consumption of liquor.

1. Nature and location of the proposed activity
in terms of its relationship to other activities,
2. Hours of operation of the proposed activity
in terms of its relationship to other activities
and their relevance to the club’s primary
activity,
3. Size and membership and degree of social
activities of the Club,

Off Licences
The Sale of Liquor Act 1989 allows for
supermarkets and grocery stores to sell wine
and beer. Host responsibility is still relevant to
Off licence premises but will focus more on
the sale of alcohol, such as to minors or
intoxicated persons. Where On and Off licence
type activities are combined, two separate
licence applications are required.
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Specific Criteria for assessing
applications for club licence

4. Any other conditions (such as lease
conditions) relating to land tenure (if located
on Council owned or administered land).
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Appendix 1 - Continued

Renewal and Variations for On, Off
or Club Licences
1. The adequacy and implementation of the
premises’ Host Responsibility programme,
2. Evidence of on site and off site problems or
incidents (including but not limited to sale
or supply of liquor to minors and community
complaints) in which the management of
the premises is a causal factor,
3. Matters raised in objection to the renewal
application (by the community, Police, MOH
or Fire Service),
4. To what extent current conditions have been
met,
5. Any changes to the scale and nature of the
operation,
6. The suitability of the premises for and the
effects of any variation to the licence
conditions,
7. The general approach of the management
of the premises to the control of alcohol
abuse and to meeting the requirements of
the Sale of Liquor Act 1989.

Manager’s Certificate Criteria
1. The applicants character and reputation,
2. Any criminal convictions,
3. Experience, in particular recent experience,
in the control of licensed premises,
4. Issue raised in the reports of the licensing
Inspector and the Police.
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Appendix 2
ALAC Model Host Responsibility Policy
We’re Responsible Hosts.
That’s what friends
are for.

Host Responsibility
House Policy
We wish to ensure that all our patrons enjoy
themselves and we encourage responsible

Every town and city in New Zealand has a

drinking practices.

problem with drinking and driving. We want
you to know what we are doing to help
reduce this problem, and what you should
expect from our staff.

• Intoxicated patrons are not permitted on
these premises.
• Those under 18 years old will not be

We will make sure our staff and management

served alcoholic beverages unless they

are looking after you, by offering food and

are legally entitled.

alternative drinks as well as alcohol.
We will promote transport options to get you
safely home.

• As well as canned and bottled brands, low
alcohol draught beer is available.
• We offer a range of fruit juices, non-

We will encourage more people to have a
lifesaver (designated driver). We will make
the lifesavers job more attractive by providing
an interesting range of low-alcohol and
alcohol-free drinks.

alcoholic and hot beverages.
• Light snacks are available between 12.00
and 2.00pm, and after 6.00pm.
• Patrons behaving in a disorderly manner
will be asked to leave.

We will make sure all these services are
well promoted - you won’t have to go looking
for them. We will have signs on display
outlining what we provide as responsible

• Please do not drive if you are nearing or
over the limit; we are happy to call a friend
or a cab.

hosts
It’s against the law to serve someone who
is intoxicated. We will maintain a training

responsibly.

Intoxicated persons will
NOT be served on these
premises.

Please be our guest and take advantage of

Intoxicated behaviour includes:

and management policy to give our staff the
skills and support they need to do their job

these services.

• Slurred speech

Host responsibility makes sure that everyone
has a good time, and leaves in safe shape
for the road home.

• Swaying/dozing/falling
• Aggressive/abusive
• Spilling drinks

It could save our licence, and it could save

• Unacceptable/offensive behaviour

your life.

Host Responsibility.
That’s what friends are for.

Section 166 of the Sale of Liquor
Act 1989 specifies:
• A fine of up to $10 000 for the Manager
• A fine of up to $1000 for the server
(and possible loss of licence)
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Appendix 3
National Protocol on Alcohol Promotions

National Protocol
on Alcohol Promotions
The amendment to the Sale of Liquor Act 1989 includes a provision concerning the
excessive consumption of alcohol during alcohol promotions.
The new section 154A of the Act is as follows:

“Every person commits an offence and is liable to a fine not exceeding
$5,000 who, being a licensee or manager of licensed premises, does
anything in the promotion of the business conducted on the premises or
in the promotion of any event or activity held or conducted on the
premises that is intended or likely to encourage persons on the
licensed premises to consume alcohol to an excessive extent.”
This Protocol is intended to assist District Licensing Agencies (DLA), Police, Medical
Officers of Health and Licensees to understand the type of promotions and events which
are likely to be considered acceptable and unacceptable in terms of the provision.
The above agencies, the Alcohol Advisory Council (ALAC), and the Hospitality
Association of New Zealand (HANZ) encourage licensees to establish a written House
Policy which details how any promotion of alcohol is be managed, whether the promotion
is on-premise or at an off-sales premise, setting out responsible service of alcohol practices
to be followed during promotions.
Such a House Policy should deal with the Host Responsibility practices which are part of
the conditions of the licence, such as the provision of food, non and low alcohol
beverages and transport options, as well as specific guidelines for the management of
promotions.
Some examples for such guidelines include a restriction on the number of drinks which
can be served at any one time to each customer, and a limitation on the stockpiling of
drinks.
A commitment to staff training on House Policy procedures is required from licensees.

THIS PROTOCOL IS ONLY A GUIDELINE and the determination of an
acceptable promotion or event will always be decided on a case by case basis.
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Appendix 3 - Continued
National Protocol on Alcohol Promotions

UNACCEPTABLE
PRACTICES

ACCEPTABLE
PRACTICES

✗ Promotions which offer alcohol in
non-standard measures and/or by
virtue of their descriptive titles, such
as “laybacks” - “shooters” “slammers” - “test tubes” - “blasters”,
and their method of consumption,
encourage irresponsible drinking
habits and are likely to result in
rapid intoxication.

✓ The traditional “happy hour” during

✗ Promotions or drink cards which
provide a multiple of free drinks,
extreme discounts or discounts of
limited duration on a given day or
night, which have the capacity to be
readily stockpiled by patrons or
transferred to other patrons. In
other words the promotion or drink
card must not, by design or potential
create an incentive for patrons to
consume liquor more rapidly than
they otherwise might.
✗ Any labeling or titling of
promotions that may encourage
patrons to consume liquor
irresponsibly and excessively.
The refusal to serve single measures
of spirits on request or provide
reasonably priced non-alcoholic
drinks.

✗ Any promotion that encourages a
patron to consume liquor excessively
- “all you can drink offers” - “free
drinks for women” - “two for one” and to consume it in an
unreasonable time period.

or immediately following normal
daytime working hours.

✓ A complimentary standard drink
upon arrival.

✓ Promotions involving low alcohol
beer where it is clear from the
advertising and promotional
material that it is a low alcohol beer
promotion.

✓ The advertising of a consistent price
of a particular type or brand of liquor
across the entire trading hours of a
premises on a given day or night,
providing the price is not so low that
it will, in itself, encourage the
excessive consumption of alcohol
and intoxication.

✓ Promotion of particular brands of
liquor that provide incentives to
purchase that brand by virtue of a
consistent discounted price, offer of
a prize etc. but does not provide any
particular incentive to consume that
product more rapidly than a patron’s
normal drinking habit.

✓ Competitions with prizes of food,
meal deals or other prizes consistent
with Host Responsibility.

✓ Promotions involving food, meal
and drink combos and other offers
that reflect Host Responsibility.

✗ Any promotion that compromises
patron safety or puts them at risk of
harm.

FURTHER COPIES OF THIS PROTOCOL
AND OTHER HOST RESPONSIBILITY MATERIAL ARE
AVAILABLE FROM ALAC OR YOUR LOCAL DLA
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